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Abstract— Distance metric is the basis of many learning
algorithms, and its effectiveness usually has a significant influence
on the learning results. In general, measuring distance for numerical data is a tractable task, but it could be a nontrivial problem
for categorical data sets. This paper, therefore, presents a new
distance metric for categorical data based on the characteristics
of categorical values. In particular, the distance between
two values from one attribute measured by this metric is determined by both the frequency probabilities of these two values and
the values of other attributes that have high interdependence with
the calculated one. Dynamic attribute weight is further designed
to adjust the contribution of each attribute-distance to the
distance between the whole data objects. Promising experimental
results on different real data sets have shown the effectiveness of
the proposed distance metric.
Index
Terms— Attribute
interdependence,
categorical
attribute, clustering analysis, distance metric, unsupervised
learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

EASURING the distance or dissimilarity between
two data objects plays an important role in many
data mining and machine learning tasks, such as clustering, classification, recommendation system, outlier detection,
and so on. In general, distance computation is an embedded step for these learning algorithms, and different metrics
can be conveniently utilized. However, the effectiveness of
adopted distance metric usually has a significant influence
on the performance of the whole learning method [1]–[3].
Therefore, it becomes a key research issue to present
more appropriate distance metrics for the various learning
tasks.
For purely numerical data sets, the distance computation
is a tractable problem as any numerical operation can be
directly applied. In the literature, a number of distance
metrics and metric learning methods have been proposed for
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TABLE I
F RAGMENT OF M USHROOM D ATA S ET

numerical data. The most widely used metrics in practice
should be the Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance, and
Mahalanobis distance [4]. By contrast, measuring distance
for categorical data can be much more challenging. For
example, Table I shows a fragment of the Mushroom data
set from UCI Machine Learning Repository. It is known that
some of these mushroom samples are edible but some are
poisonous. If we have no information about their categories
and would like to conduct a well partition on them, or given
a wild mushroom, we want to find out which sample from
the database is most similar to it and we have to measure the
difference between these mushroom samples. However, as the
attribute values of this data set are unordered nominal values
rather than numerical ones, the only numerical operation that
can be straightforwardly applied is the identical comparison
operation [5]. Under these circumstances, the popular distance
metrics defined for numerical data cannot work anymore.
In general, the simplest way to overcome this problem is to
transform the categorical values into numerical ones, e.g., the
binary strings [6]–[8], and then, the existing numerical-valuebased distance metrics can be utilized. Nevertheless, such a
kind of method has ignored the information embedded in the
categorical values and cannot faithfully reveal the relationship
structure of the data sets [9], [10]. Therefore, it is desirable
to solve this problem by proposing a distance metric for
categorical data based on the characteristics of categorical
values.
Among the existing works, the most straightforward and
widely used distance metric for categorical data is the
Hamming distance [4], in which the distance between different
categorical values is set at 1, while a distance of 0 is
assigned to identical values. Although the Hamming distance
is easy to understand and convenient for computation, the main
drawback of this metric is that all attribute values have been
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considered equally and the statistical properties of different
values have not been distinguished [1]. For this reason, more
researchers have attempted to measure the distance for
categorical data by considering the distribution characteristics
of categorical values. For example, Cost and Salzberg [11]
proposed a distance metric, namely, modified value difference
metric (MVDM) for supervised learning task. Since true
class label is required by the MVDM, it cannot work in an
unsupervised learning environment. Under the circumstances,
for unsupervised distance measure of categorical data,
Le and Ho [5] presented an indirect method that defines
the distance between two values from one attribute as
the sum of the Kullback–Leibler divergence between conditional probability distributions of other attributes, given
these two values. Similar idea has also been adopted
in [12]. These two methods have assumed that each
attribute can be jointly expressed with all the other
attributes without considering the relevancy between different
attribute pairs. Therefore, Ienco et al. [13], [14] proposed
the concept of context, which is a subset that contains the
attributes that are relevant to the given one. Subsequently, the
distance between two values of an attribute is measured based
on the values of the attributes from current attribute’s context.
Although the relationships between different attribute pairs
have been well taken into account, numerical experiments and
analysis have found that these three kinds of indirectly defined
distance metrics [5], [12], [14] cannot work if the attributes
of the given data set are totally independent of each other.
Besides the aforementioned methods, which directly
propose special distance metric for categorical data sets,
some similarity measures [15]–[23] presented for categorical
or mixed data can also be utilized to quantify the relationship
between different categorical data objects. For example, the
Goodall similarity metric proposed in [15] assigns a greater
weight to the matching of uncommon attribute values than
common values in similarity computation without assuming
the underlying distributions of categorical values. This method
has paid attention to the occurrence frequency of different
values. However, the similarity between two different values
has been defined as a constant 0, which has ignored
the characters of these attribute values. Moreover,
Gowda and Diday [16]–[18] proposed an algebraic method
to measure the similarity between complex data objects.
In this method, the similarity between two attribute values is
defined based on three components: 1) position; 2) span; and
3) content. This similarity measure is applicable for both of
numerical attributes and categorical attributes. Nevertheless,
this method is more suitable for interval-type attribute values.
For a pair of different values with absolute type, which is
common in practice, the similarity between them will always
be quantified by 0. In addition, all these similarity measures
treated the categorical attributes individually and have ignored
the variant attribute relationships.
Furthermore, other than the previously introduced deterministic methods, metric learning is also a useful approach
to acquire a good distance metric for the given data objects.
This technique was first proposed in [24]. Ever since then,
extensive research has been conducted in this area, and

variant approaches have been presented in the literature.
To overview the details of popular metric learning methods,
one can refer to [25] and [26]. Roughly, the existing metric
learning methods can be grouped into two categories: 1) linear
methods and 2) nonlinear ones. Representative linear
methods include global distance metric learning [24],
neighborhood components analysis [27], large margin nearest neighbors (LMNN) [28], information theoretic metric
learning [29], and semisupervised metric learning paradigm
with hypersparsity [30]. Besides, typical examples of nonlinear
approaches include the kernelization methods [31]–[33],
neural network-based methods [34], and the χ 2 -LMNN and
GB-LMNN proposed in [35]. In general, the aforementioned
metric learning methods are proposed for purely numerical
data and cannot be directly applied to the data with categorical
attributes. To solve this problem, He et al. [36] recently
proposed the kernel density metric learning (KDML), which
provides nonlinear, probability-based distance measure, and
can handle not only numerical attributes but also categorical
ones. However, KDML is a supervised method, and the true
class labels should be provided in advance, which restricts its
application in the unsupervised learning environment.
In this paper, we further study the distance measure for
categorical data objects and propose a new distance metric,
which can well quantify the distance between categorical
values in the unsupervised learning environment. This distance
metric takes into account the characteristics of the categorical
values. The core idea is to measure the distance with the
frequency probability of each attribute value in the whole data
set. Moreover, in order to utilize the useful relationship information accompanying with each pair of attributes well, the
interdependence redundancy measure [37] has been introduced
to evaluate the dependence degree between different attributes.
Subsequently, the distance between two values from one
attribute is not only measured by their own frequency probabilities but also determined by the values of other attributes
that are highly correlated with this one. In addition, a new kind
of weight named dynamic attribute weight has been presented
to adjust the contribution of distance along each attribute to
the whole object distance. The effectiveness of the proposed
metric has been experimentally investigated on different real
data sets in terms of cluster discrimination and clustering
analysis. The promising results indicate that the proposed
distance metric is appropriate for the unsupervised learning
on categorical data as it can well reveal the true relationship
between categorical objects. The main contributions of our
work can be summarized as follows.
1) A frequency-probability-based distance measure is proposed for the categorical values. This method regards
the situation with 0 distance as distance origin, and the
distances between other pairs of values are quantified by
comparing with this origin situation.
2) A dynamic weighting scheme for categorical attributes is
presented, which assigns larger weights to the attributes
with infrequent matching or mismatching value pairs as
they can provide more important information.
3) The dependence degree between each pair of
attributes is introduced. The complete distance between
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two categorical values from one attribute is estimated
with not only their own frequency probability but also
the co-occurrent probability of them with other values
from highly correlated attributes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we will overview some existing distance metrics for categorical data. Section III proposes a new distance metric for the
unsupervised learning of categorical data. Then, Section IV
shows the experimental results on real data sets. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn in Section V.

where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m r }, C stands for
the class label and α is a constant, which is usually set to 1.
p(C = t|Ar = ari ) calculates the conditional probability
of C = t given that Ar = ari . Under this metric, two values
are regarded as similar if they occur with the same relative
frequency for all categories. Subsequently, the distance
between two data samples xi and x j is calculated by

II. OVERVIEW OF E XISTING D ISTANCE M ETRIC

where xi is a data sample from the training set and x j is a new
sample. The distance between categorical values x ir and x j r
is given by (3) and the constant γ was set at 2 in most cases.
wxi and wx j are the weights assigned to the samples xi and x j ,
respectively. In practice, for the new sample x j , wx j is set at 1.
For a training sample xi , the weight is assigned according to
its performance history. Usually, accurate sample will have
wxi ≈ 1, while unreliable sample will have wxi > 1 to make
it appear further away from a new sample.

In the literature, researchers have proposed some distance
metrics to quantify the distance between categorical data. This
section will present an overview of them as follows.
A. Hamming Distance
Suppose we have a data set with n objects, expressed as
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, represented by a set of categorical
attributes {A1 , A2 , . . . , Ad }, where d is the dimensionality
of the data. Each attribute Ar can be accompanied by a
value domain dom(Ar ) (r = 1, 2, . . . , d), which contains
all the possible values that can be chosen by this attribute.
Since the value domains of the categorical attributes are finite
and unordered, the domain of Ar with m r elements can be
expressed as dom(Ar ) = {ar1 , ar2 , . . . , armr } and for any
a, b ∈ dom(Ar ), either a = b or a = b [38]. Subsequently,
each object xi can be denoted by a vector (x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x id )T ,
where x ir ∈ dom(Ar ) and T is the transpose operator of a
matrix.
For each pair of categorical data object xi and x j ,
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the Hamming distance [4] between them
is defined as
d

δ(x ir , x j r )
(1)
D(x i , x j ) =
r=1

with


1, if x ir = x j r
δ(x ir , x j r ) =
0, if x ir = x j r .

(2)

That is, the distance between two different categorical values is
fixed at 1 and the distance between identical values is regarded
as 0. Thus, the Hamming distance between a pair of categorical
data objects will be equal to the number of attributes in which
they mismatch.

D(xi , x j ) = wxi wx j

Cost and Salzberg [11] modified Stanfill and Waltz’s
VDM [39] with a new weighting scheme to make the symmetric condition hold. This distance metric is applicable for
supervised learning on categorical data. Based on a training
set X with samples from k different clusters, the distance
between two categorical values of a specific attribute Ar is
defined as
k

D(ari , ar j ) =
| p(C = t|Ar = ari )− p(C = t|Ar = ar j )|α
t =1

(3)

D(x ir , x j r )γ

(4)

r=1

C. Ahmad’s Distance Metric
Ahmad and Dey [12] proposed to calculate the distance
between any two categorical values from one attribute with
respect to all the other attributes. In particular, given the categorical data set X, the distance between a pair of categorical
values ari and ar j from attribute Ar is defined as

 d

1
D(ari , ar j , At )
(t = r ) (5)
D(ari , ar j ) =
d−1
t =1

where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m r }, and
D(ari , ar j , At ) stands for the distance between ari and ar j
with respect to attribute At , which is defined as


a
D(ari , ar j , At ) = max prari () + pr r j (∼ ) − 1 . (6)
Here,  is a subset of dom(At ). prari () denotes the probability that data objects in X with r th attribute value equal
a
to ari has the value contained in  for attribute At . pr r j (∼ )
denotes the probability that data objects in X with the r th
attribute value equal to ar j has the value not contained in  for
attribute At . In practice, prari () is calculated by

p(At = ath |Ar = ari )
(7)
prari () =
ath ∈

and
B. Modified Value Difference Metric

d


a
pr r j (∼) is given by

a
pr r j (∼ ) =
ath ∈(∼)
a

p(At = ath |Ar = ar j ).
a

(8)

Let ϑt = max( pr ri () + pr r j (∼)), according to [40],
the value of ϑt and the corresponding value set  can
be calculated using Algorithm 1. Subsequently, we have
D(ari , ar j , At ) = ϑt − 1.
However, numerical studies have found that if the attributes
of given data set are totally independent of each other according to the mutual information criterion [41], this distance
metric cannot work well as the distance between each pair of
attribute values will be quantified as 0. For example, suppose
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Algorithm 1 Calculate ϑt and 
1: Let ϑt = 0 and  = φ.
2: for h = 1 to m t do
3: if p(A t = at h |Ar = ari ) > p(A t = at h |Ar = ar j )
then
4:
Add at h to 
5:
ϑt = ϑt + p(At = at h |Ar = ari )
6: else
7:
Add at h to ∼ 
8:
ϑt = ϑt + p(At = at h |Ar = ar j )
9: end if
10: end for
TABLE II
E XAMPLE OF D ATA S ET X

probability distributions of other attributes given these
two values. In particular, for the categorical data set X, the
distance between two values ari and ar j of attribute Ar is
defined as
D(ari , ar j ) =

d


ψ(cpd(At |Ar = ari ), cpd(At |Ar = ar j ))

t =1

(9)
where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m r }, and t = r .
cpd(At |Ar = ari ) and cpd(At |Ar = ar j ) are conditional
probability distributions. ψ(., .) is a dissimilarity function
for two probability distributions. In practice, if the
Kullback–Leibler divergence method [42], [43] is utilized as
the dissimilarity measure, D(ari , ar j ) can be calculated by
D(ari , ar j ) =

mt 


p(ath |ari )

t,t  =r h=1

p(ath |ari )
p(ath |ar j )

+ p(ath |ar j )

p(ath |ar j )
p(ath |ari )

(10)

where p(ath |ari ) stands for the conditional probability
p(At = ath |Ar = ari ). Similar to Ahmad’s distance metric,
if all attributes are independent of each other, the distance
between any pair of values will be estimated as 0.
the data set X is given as Table II. The distance between
categorical values E and G will be calculated as follows.
1) Get the distance between E and G with respect to
attribute A2


D(E, G, A2 ) = max p1E () + p1G (∼ ) − 1
= p1E ({F}) + p1G ({H }) − 1
1 1
= + − 1 = 0.
2 2
2) Get the distance between E and G with respect to
attribute A3


D(E, G, A3 ) = max p1E () + p1G (∼ ) − 1
=

p1E ({L}) +

p1G ({M})

−1

1 1
= + − 1 = 0.
2 2
3) Based on the previous results, we have
1
· (0 + 0) = 0.
2
Following the similar procedure, we can further get
D(F, H ) = 0 and D(L, M) = 0. These results indicate that
Ahmad’s distance metric is not applicable to this kind of data
set as it cannot distinguish different categorical values and data
objects.
D(E, G) =

E. Context-Based Distance Metric
To distinguish the different relationships between attributes,
Ienco et al. [13], [14] have proposed the concept of context,
which is a subset of relevant attributes. In practice, the context
of an attribute Ar , denoted as context(Ar ), is determined by
a measure named symmetrical uncertainty (SU). In particular,
for two attributes Ar and At , the SU is calculated by
SU(Ar , At ) = 2 ·

IG(Ar |At )
H (Ar ) + H (At )

(11)

where H (Ar ) and H (At ) are the entropy of attributes
Ar and At , respectively. IG(Ar |At ) is the information gain,
which is given by
IG(Ar |At ) = H (Ar ) − H (Ar |At )

(12)

with
H (Ar ) = −
H (Ar |At ) = −

mr

i=1
mt


p(ari ) log( p(ari ))
p(at j )

j =1

mr


p(ari |at j ) log( p(ari |at j )).

i=1

Subsequently, the context of attribute Ar is determined by
D. Association-Based Distance Metric
The association-based distance metric presented in [5] also
utilizes an indirect method to estimate the distance between
categorical values. According to this metric, the distance
between two categorical values of one attribute is indirectly
estimated by the sum of dissimilarities between conditional

context(Ar ) = {At |t = r, SU(Ar , At ) ≥ σ E[SU Ar ]}
with
E[SU Ar ] =

t,t  =r

SU(Ar , At )

d −1

(13)
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where σ ∈ [0, 1] is a tradeoff parameter. Then, the distance
between two values ari and ar j of attribute Ar is defined as
D(ari , ar j ) =



mt


( p(ari |ath ) − p(ar j |ath ))2 .

At ∈context( Ar ) h=1

(14)
Since this method is also an indirect one, it still cannot work
well on data with totally independent attributes.
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and p− (Ar = x ir |X) is calculated by
p− (Ar = x ir |X) =

σ Ar =xir (X) − 1
.
σ Ar =NULL (X) − 1

(18)

Here, the operation σ Ar =xir (X) counts the number of objects
in the data set X that have the value x ir for attribute Ar and the
symbol NULL refers to the empty. Analogously, the frequency
of the other case is calculated by
u({x j r , x j r }) = n · p({x j r , x j r })
= n · p(Ar = x j r |X) · p− (Ar = x j r |X). (19)

III. P ROPOSED D ISTANCE M ETRIC
FOR C ATEGORICAL DATA
This section will propose a metric to quantify the distance
between categorical data for unsupervised learning well.
In this new distance metric, the relationship between different
attributes, as well as the characteristics of categorical value,
will be considered.

Since these two cases are exclusive events, we can get that the
frequency of the corresponding equal situation for the pair of
categorical values {x ir , x j r } is as follows:
u(x ir = x j r ) = u({x ir , x ir }) + u({x j r , x j r })
= n · [ p(Ar = x ir |X) · p− (Ar = x ir |X)
+ p(Ar = x j r |X) · p− (Ar = x j r |X)].
(20)

A. Frequency Probability-Based Distance Metric
Given the data set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } with n objects
represented by d categorical attributes {A1 , A2 , . . . , Ad }, the
distance between two data objects xi and x j can generally be
calculated by
D(xi , x j ) =

d


D(x ir , x j r ).

Therefore, the key point is to define the distance between
two categorical values. Given two categorical values
x ir and x j r of attribute Ar from data objects xi and x j , we
define D(x ir , x j r ) = 0 if x ir = x j r . This is regarded as the
distance origin and the distance of other situation is estimated
by comparing with this one. This perspective of distance consists with the common distance definition between numerical
objects. In particular, in the numerical space, calculating the
distance between two objects in different positions can be
regarded as to measure how much distance will be taken by the
two objects to get to the same position. Here, the situation that
the two objects reach the same position can also be regarded as
the distance origin, and the difference between the differentposition situation and the distance-origin situation is another
explanation of the distance between the two objects.
Subsequently, we define the distance or the difference
between the situations x ir = x j r and x ir = x j r as the
frequency of situation x ir = x j r in the whole data set. For
two different categorical values x ir and x j r , the corresponding
equal situation has two cases: 1) both with value x ir and
2) both with value x j r . For given data set X, the frequency of
the first case is calculated by

(16)

where the frequency probability p(Ar = x ir |X) is given by
σ Ar =xir (X)
p(Ar = x ir |X) =
σ Ar =NULL(X)

p(x ir = x j r ) = p(Ar = x ir |X) · p− (Ar = x ir |X)
+ p(Ar = x j r |X) · p− (Ar = x j r |X)

(21)

and
(15)

r=1

u({x ir , x ir }) = n · p({x ir , x ir })
= n · p(Ar = x ir |X) · p− (Ar = x ir |X)

Let p(x ir = x j r ) denote the probability of the equal situation.
Subsequently, we have

(17)

u(x ir = x j r ) = n · p(x ir = x j r ).

(22)

Since u(x ir = x j r ) is regarded as the difference between the
situation x ir = x j r and the distance origin, i.e., the situation
x ir = x j r , the distance between the two different categorical
values x ir and x j r can be estimated by it. That is
D(x ir , x j r ) = n · p(x ir = x j r ), if x ir = x j r .

(23)

Consequently, the distance between categorical values from
one attribute can be defined based on frequency probability as
follows:

if x ir = x j r
n · p(x ir = x j r ),
(24)
D(x ir , x j r ) =
0,
if x ir = x j r
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, and
p(x ir = x j r ) are calculated by (21). Moreover, to avoid
the situation that data sets with different sample sizes will
have different distance scales, we can delete the constant n
in (24) without influencing the distance ranking. Therefore,
the simplified distance metric for categorical values can be
given by

p(x ir = x j r ),
if x ir = x j r
(25)
D(x ir , x j r ) =
0,
if x ir = x j r .
Subsequently, the expression of distance between categorical
data xi and x j can be written as
D(xi , x j ) =

d


[δ(x ir , x j r ) p(x ir = x j r )]

r=1

where the definition of δ(x ir , x j r ) is given by (2).

(26)
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In addition, it can be easily derived that the distance metric
defined by (26) satisfies the following conditions.
1) D(xi , x j ) ≥ 0.
2) D(xi , x j ) = 0 if and only if xi = x j .
3) D(xi , x j ) = D(x j , xi ).
4) D(xi , x j ) ≤ D(xi , xl ) + D(xl , x j ), where i, j, l ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}.
B. Dynamic Attribute Weight
Most existing distance or similarity metrics for categorical
data treat each attribute equally in a data set. However, this
is not always reasonable in practice. For example, when we
compare two objects, we usually pay more attention to the
special features they have. That is, unusual features generally
can provide more important information for the comparison
between objects. Considering this phenomenon, we can further
adjust the previous distance metric according to the following criterion. The contribution of the distance between two
attribute values to the whole object distance is inverse to the
probability of these two values’ situation in the whole data
set. That is, if two data objects have different values along
one attribute, then the contribution of the distance between
these two values to the whole data distance is inverse to the
probability that two data objects have different values along
this attribute in the data set, and vice versa. Therefore, this kind
of probability can be utilized as a dynamic weight of attribute
distance. Comparing with the existing attribute weighting
methods, the proposed one has at least three advantages.
1) It is defined based on an individual situation of attribute
value pair, but not the general information of the whole
attribute. Therefore, it has better adjusting ability in
practice.
2) It highlights the infrequent but important matching or
mismatching information, which is consist with the
general criterion in practice.
3) As the distance metric is defined with the frequency
probability of attribute values, this kind of weight can
avoid the domination of values with high frequency.
For an attribute Ar with m r possible values, the probability
that two data objects from X have the same value along Ar is
calculated by
ps (Ar ) =

mr


p(Ar = ar j |X) p− (Ar = ar j |X).

(27)

j =1

p f (Ar ) = 1 − ps (Ar ).

(28)

Subsequently, following the proposed criterion, the dynamically weighted distance metric should be:
D(xi , x j ) =
=

r=1
d

r=1

w
(Ar ) =
with

w(Ar )
d
r=1 w(Ar )


1 − p f (Ar ),
w(Ar ) =
1 − ps (Ar ),

[
w(Ar )D(x ir , x j r )]

(30)

if x ir = x j r
if x ir = x j r .

(31)

That is, if x ir = x j r , the larger the probability p f (Ar ) is,
the smaller weight will be assigned to the distance along the
attribute Ar . Similarly, if x ir = x j r , the contribution of the
distance between them to the data object distance will decrease
as the value of ps (Ar ) increases. Moreover, since p f (Ar ) +
ps (Ar ) = 1, (31) can be rewritten as

if x ir = x j r
ps (Ar ),
w(Ar ) =
(32)
p f (Ar ),
if x ir = x j r .

C. Relationship Between Categorical Attributes
In the previous distance metric, the distance along each
attribute has been computed individually. However, in practice,
we often have some attributes that are highly dependent on
each other. Under the circumstances, the computation of similarity or dissimilarity for categorical attributes in the unsupervised learning task should be considered based on frequently
co-occurring items [44]. That is, the distance between
two values from one attribute should be calculated by
considering the other attributes that are highly correlated
with this one. In particular, given the data set X, the
dependence degree between each pair of attributes Ai
and A j (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}) can be quantified based
on the mutual information [41] between them, which is
defined as

mj
mi 

p(air , a j l )
p(air , a j l ) log
I (Ai ; A j ) =
. (33)
p(air ) p(a j l )
r=1 l=1

Here, the items p(air ) and p(a j l ) stand for the frequency
probability of the two attribute values in the whole data set,
which are calculated by
p(air ) = p(Ai = air |X) =

Correspondingly, the probability that two data objects from X
have different values along Ar is given by

d


where w
(Ar ) is the dynamic weight of attribute Ar , which is
calculated by

p(a j l ) = p(A j = a j l |X) =

σ Ai =air (X)
σ Ai =NULL(X)
σ A j =a jl (X)
σ A j =NULL (X)

(34)
.

(35)

The expression p(air , a j l ) is to calculate the joint probability
of these two attribute values, i.e., the frequency probability
of objects in X having Ai = air and A j = a j l , which is
given by
p(air , a j l ) = p(Ai = air ∧ A j = a j l |X)

[
w(Ar )δ(x ir , x j r ) p(x ir = x j r )]

(29)

=

σ Ai =air ∧A j =a jl (X)
σ Ai =NULL∧A j =NULL (X)

.

(36)
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The mutual information between two attributes actually
measures the average reduction in uncertainty about one
attribute that results from learning the value of the other [41].
A larger value of mutual information usually indicates
greater dependence. However, a disadvantage of using this
index is that its value increases with the number of possible
values that can be chosen by each attribute. Therefore,
Au et al. [37] proposed to normalize the mutual information with a joint entropy, which yields the interdependence
redundancy measure denoted as
R(Ai ; A j ) =

I (Ai ; A j )
H (Ai , A j )

(37)

where the joint entropy H (Ai , A j ) is calculated by
H (Ai , A j ) = −

mj
mi 


p(air , a j l ) log[ p(air , a j l )]. (38)

r=1 l=1

This interdependence redundancy measure evaluates the
degree of deviation from independence between two
attributes [37]. In particular, R(Ai ; A j ) = 1 means that the
attributes Ai and A j are strictly dependent on each other
while R(Ai ; A j ) = 0 indicates that they are statistically
independent. If the value of R(Ai ; A j ) is between 0 and 1,
we can say that these two attributes are partially dependent.
Since the number of attribute values has no effect on the result
of interdependence redundancy measure, it is perceived as a
more ideal index to measure the dependence degree between
different categorical attributes.
Utilizing the interdependence measure, we can maintain
a d × d relationship matrix R to store the dependence degree
of each pair of attributes. Each element R(i, j ) of this matrix
is given by R(i, j ) = R(Ai ; A j ). It is obvious that R is
a symmetric matrix with all diagonal elements equal to 1.
To consider the interdependent attributes simultaneously in
distance measure, for each attribute Ar , we find out all the
attributes that have obvious interdependence with it and store
them in a set denoted as Sr . In particular, the set Sr is
constructed by
Sr = {Ai |R(Ar ; Ai ) > β, 1 ≤ i ≤ d}

(39)

where β is a specific threshold. Subsequently, the distance metric for categorical values in considering the
dependence relationship between different attributes can be
defined as

R(r, l)D((x ir , x il ), (x j r , x j l )) (40)
D(x ir , x j r ) =
Al ∈Sr

where
D((x ir , x il ), (x j r , x j l ))

p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l )),
=
δ(x il , x j l ) p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l )),

if x ir = x j r
if x ir = x j r .
(41)
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The vector equality probability p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l )) here
is calculated by
p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l )) = p(x ir , x il ) · p− (x ir , x il )
+ p(x j r , x j l ) · p − (x j r , x j l )
= p(Ar = x ir ∧ Al = x il |X)
· p− (Ar = x ir ∧ Al = x il |X)
+ p(Ar = x j r ∧ Al = x j l |X)
· p− (Ar = x j r ∧ Al = x j l |X).

(42)

Specially, when Al = Ar , we have R(r, l) = 1 and
D((x ir , x il ), (x j r , x j l )) = δ(x ir , x j r ) p(x ir = x j r ).
It can be observed that when we utilize the further defined
metric to measure the distance between two categorical values
from one attribute, not only the frequency probability of these
two values, but also the co-occurrent probability of them with
other values from highly correlated attributes are investigated.
Moreover, if we assume that all the attributes are totally
independent of each other, R will become an identity matrix
and the set Sr will only contain one item Ar for all
r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Under the circumstances, (40) will degenerate to (25). That is, the distance metric defined by (25) is
actually a special case of the one given by (40).
D. Algorithm for Distance Computation
and Time Complexity Analysis
Based on the proposed distance metric, for the given
categorical data set X, the algorithm to calculate the
distance between each pair of objects can be summarized
as Algorithm 2.
Next, we further analyze the time complexity of this
algorithm. Since the proposed distance metric needs to
calculate the joint probability of attribute values, as suggested
in [14], we can utilize (1/2)d(d − 1) matrices to store the
co-occurrence of the values between any pair of attributes.
A complete scan of the entire data set is needed to built
these matrices and the time cost is O(d 2 m 2 n), where m is the
average number of different values that can be chosen by each
attribute. Subsequently, the computational cost of constructing
the relationship matrix R is O(d 2 m 2 ). Given two data objects,
calculating the distance along one attribute Ar according
to (40) needs O(dr ) time, where dr = |Sr | stands for the
number of elements in the set Sr . Therefore, the computational
cost needed to calculate the distance between any pair of
d
 where d = (1/d) r=1
|Sr |. In conclusion,
objects is O(d d),

the time cost of Algorithm 2 is O(d 2 m 2 n + d 2 m 2 + d d).
From the practical view point, we have 
d < d, and m usually
is a constant. Consequently, the time complexity of proposed
method is O(d 2 n). This is the same as the metrics proposed
in [5], [12], and [14].
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To investigate the effectiveness of the unsupervised distance
metric for the categorical data proposed in this paper,
two different kinds of experiments have been conducted on
six real data sets in comparison with the existing distance
metrics. The first experiment is to validate the ability of the
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Algorithm 2 Distance Calculation for Categorical Data
1: Input: data set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }
2: Output: D(xi , x j ) for i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
3: Calculate ps (Ar ) and p f (Ar ) for each attribute Ar according to Eq. (27) and Eq. (28).
4: For each pair of attributes (Ar , Al ) (r, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}), calculate R(Ar ; Al ) according to Eq. (37).
5: Construct the relationship matrix R.
6: Get the index set Sr for each attribute Ar by Sr = {l|R(r, l) > β, 1 ≤ l ≤ d}.
7: Choose two objects xi and x j from X.
8: Let D(xi , x j ) = 0 and w = 0.
9: for r = 1 to d do
10: if x ir  = x j r then
11:
D(x ir , x j r ) =
R(r, l) p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l ))
12:
13:
14:

wr = ps (Ar )
else
D(x ir , x j r ) =

l∈Sr

R(r, l)δ(x il , x j l ) p((x ir , x il ) = (x j r , x j l ))
l∈Sr

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

wr = p f (Ar )
end if
w = w + wr
D(xi , x j ) = D(xi , x j ) + wr D(x ir , x j r )
end for
D(xi , x j ) = D(xi , x j )/w

proposed distance metric in discriminating different clusters
and the other one is to investigate its effectiveness in the
unsupervised clustering analysis.
A. Cluster Discrimination
It is known that a cluster partition on a data set is to
make sure that the similarities between objects in the same
cluster are high while the similarities between objects in
different clusters are low. As distance metric is a kind of
important and frequently used dissimilarity metric, its ability
in the cluster discrimination is a significant criterion to evaluate its effectiveness in the data analysis. That is, given
a data set with true class labels, a good distance metric
should make the intracluster distances as small as possible
and the intercluster distances as large as possible. Therefore,
to investigate the cluster discrimination ability of proposed
distance metric, we utilized it to calculate the average
intracluster and intercluster distances for some categorical data
sets from the UCI Machine Learning Data Repository (URL:
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). According to [12], for a cluster
Cr of data set X with nr objects, the average intracluster
distance is calculated by
AAD(Cr ) =

xi ∈Cr

x j ∈Cr
nr2

D(xi , x j )

.

Moreover, for every two clusters Cr with nr objects and
Ct with n t objects, the average intercluster distance is given by
AED(Cr , Ct ) =

xi ∈Cr

x j ∈C t

nr n t

D(xi , x j )

.

In addition, since the distances calculated with the different
metrics usually have the different scales, it is better to normalize the result with the maximum distance value obtained

on the data set to ensure a fair comparison. Furthermore, in
our experiments, the value of the threshold parameter β in the
proposed metric was set equal to the average interdependence
redundancy of all attribute pairs. That is, we let β = β0 , where
β0 is calculated by
β=

d
d
1 
R(Ai ; A j ).
d2
i=1 j =1

The information of the data sets we utilized is as follows.
1) Congressional Voting Records Data Set: There are
435 votes based on 16 key features and each vote
comes from one of the two different party affiliations:
1) democrat (267 votes) and 2) republican (168 votes).
2) Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database (WBCD): This data
set has 699 instances described by nine categorical
attributes with the values from 1 to 10. Each instance
belongs to one of the two clusters labeled by benign
(contains 458 instances) and malignant (contains
241 instances).
3) Mushroom Data Set: It contains hypothetical samples
corresponding to 23 species of gilled mushrooms in the
Agaricus and Lepiota family. Each sample is described
by 22 attributes and labeled with edible or poisonous.
In total, 8124 samples are included, and 2480 of them
have missing attribute values. In our experiments, the
5644 samples without missing values have been adopted.
4) Small Soybean Database: There are 47 instances characterized by 35 multivalued categorical attributes. According to the different kinds of diseases, all the instances
should be divided into four groups.
5) Car Evaluation Database: It contains 1728 car samples
derived from a simple decision model that evaluates
cars according to six different aspects. Each sample is
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TABLE III
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE
D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE V OTING D ATA S ET

TABLE IV
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE
D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE WBCD D ATA S ET

TABLE V
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE
D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE M USHROOM D ATA S ET

labeled with one of the four categories: 1) unacceptable;
2) acceptable; 3) good; and 4) very good.
6) Zoo Data Set: This data set consists of 101 instances
represented by 16 attributes, in which each instance
belongs to one of the seven animal categories.
The average intracluster distance of each cluster and the
average intercluster distance between each pair of clusters
obtained by the proposed distance metric on the six data sets
have been presented in Tables III–VIII. For a comparative
study, the results obtained by the Hamming distance metric
have also been listed in the tables. It can be roughly observed
from these tables that, for the Soybean and Zoo data sets, the
average intracluster distances calculated based on the proposed
distance metric have a significant decrease in comparison with
those obtained by the Hamming distance, while the intercluster
distances obtained by these two metrics are comparable.
Moreover, although the intercluster and intracluster distances
obtained by proposed metric are all smaller than that obtained
by the Hamming distance on the other four data sets, the
differences between intracluster and intercluster distances in
the result of the proposed metric are larger than that of the
Hamming distance. This indicates that the proposed distance
metric can better distinguish the different clusters in these
data sets.
Furthermore, to present the experimental result simply
and clearly, we proposed a new criterion, namely, clusterdiscrimination index (CDI) based on the average intracluster
and intercluster distance. For a data set with k clusters, the
value of this index was calculated by
1
k
k

CDI =

1
r=1 k−1

AAD(Cr )
t  =r AED(Cr , Ct )

.
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That is, the value of CDI is determined by the average ratio
of intracluster distance to the intercluster distance. In general,
a smaller value of CDI indicates a better discrimination on
the cluster structure of the data set. Table IX records the
CDI values obtained by different distance metrics on each
data set. In Table IX, Ahmad’s distance, ABDM, and DILCA
stand for the distance metrics presented in [12], [5], and [14],
respectively. DM1, DM2, and DM3 are the three cases of
proposed distance metric. In particular, DM1 means the distance metric defined by (26), DM2 means the distance metric
expressed by (29), which is adjusted by the dynamic weights
without considering the relationship between attributes, and
DM3 stands for the complete distance metric calculated
by Algorithm 2. The values highlighted in bold imply the best
results among the seven metrics on each data set.
It can be found from the table that the DM3 metric has
obtained the best result on five tested data sets and the average
improvement is over 24% in comparison with the Hamming
distance metric. Both without considering the attribute interdependence and weights, the average performance of DM1
metric is still over 12% better than the Hamming distance. This
result indicates that quantifying distance between categorical
values with frequency probability rather than constant is more
reasonable for the analysis of relationship between categorical
objects. Comparing the performance of DM2 and DM3, we
can find that the information of interdependence between
attributes is important for distance measurement. Making a
good use of this information can significantly improve the
effectiveness of the learning method on categorical data.
It can also be observed that the DM2 and DM3 metrics
have very similar results on the WBCD data set and have
the same performance on the Car data sets. This is because
the dependence degree between attributes in these two data
sets is very low such that there is only one pair of attributes,
whose value of the interdependence redundancy measure has
exceeded the threshold β0 in the WBCD data set and the
dependence degree of every pair of different attributes in the
Car data set is smaller than the setting value of β.
Moreover, the performance of Ahmad’s distance metric also
has a significant improvement compared with the Hamming
distance on Voting, WBCD, Soybean, and Zoo data sets, and
it has obtained the best result on the Zoo data set, while the
result of DM3 is in the second place on it. However, for
the Car data set whose relationship matrix R is an identity
matrix, i.e., each attribute is statistically independent of
all the other attributes, Ahmad’s distance as well as
ABDM and DILCA metrics cannot get the CDI result as they
quantified the distance between every pair of data samples
as 0. This result is consistent with the analysis in Section II-C.
In addition, for the Mushroom data set, the average intracluster
and intercluster distances obtained by Ahmad’s metric are as
follows:
AAD(C1 ) = 0.2831, AED(C1 , C2 ) = 0.2536
AED(C1 , C2 ) = 0.2536, AAD(C2 ) = 0.2944.
It can be observed that the average intracluster distances are
larger than the intercluster distance. Therefore, the obtained
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE S OYBEAN D ATA S ET

TABLE VII
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE C AR D ATA S ET

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE I NTRACLUSTER /I NTERCLUSTER D ISTANCE O BTAINED BY THE D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON THE Z OO D ATA S ET

TABLE IX
CDI O BTAINED BY THE D IFFERENT M ETRICS ON F OUR R EAL D ATA S ETS

CDI value is larger than 1, which is inconsistent with the
property of clusters. Similar results have also been obtained by
the ABDM method on the WBCD and Mushroom data sets.
By contrast, the DILCA metric, which is also an indirect
measure, had much better performance on these two data sets.
The reason may be that the DILCA method does not use all the
other attributes to represent the current one, but only selects
the most relevant attributes. This implies that considering
irrelevant attributes together may degrade the performance of
distance metric.
B. Study of the Threshold Parameter
In the proposed distance metric, we have a threshold
parameter β to be set in advance. In general, the value
of β has effect on the number of attributes that should be
jointly considered in the distance calculation. In particular,
a too small β will result in many attributes with

insignificant interdependence relationship being jointly considered. The dependence information between these attributes
actually has negligible contribution to the distance measure,
and will lead an unnecessarily increase in the computation
load. By contrast, a too large value of β will lead to the loss
of useful dependence information and degrade the contribution
of correlated attributes to the distance measure. In practice,
we find that an appropriate selection is to let β be equal to
the average interdependence redundancy of all attribute pairs,
i.e., β0 .
Furthermore, to experimentally investigate the impact of
the threshold parameter β on the effectiveness of proposed
distance metric, we have utilized the DM3 metric with the
different values of β to calculate the intracluster and intercluster distances for the six data sets. The curves that depict
the changing trend of obtained CDI values with increasing β
have been shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, we can find that,
when β is very small (e.g., β < 0.1), the performance of
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Fig. 1.
CDI obtained by the proposed metric with the different values of β on (a) Voting data set, (b) WBCD data set, (c) Mushroom data set,
(d) Soybean data set, (e) Car data set, and (f) Zoo data set.
TABLE X
C LUSTERING E RRORS O BTAINED BY k-M ODES A LGORITHM W ITH THE D IFFERENT D ISTANCE M ETRICS

DM3 metric generally improves as the value of β increases.
This is because, when the threshold β is too small, many
useless relationships between attributes are considered, which
will degrade the accuracy of obtained object distances.
By contrast, when β is large to a certain degree (e.g., β > 0.3),
the performance of DM3 metric often degrades obviously
as β increases. Here, Car is a special data set, in which the
attributes are totally independent of each other. Therefore,
changing the value of β has no influence on the performance
of DM3 on it. Moreover, the performance of DM3
with β equal to β0 has also been indicated in Fig. 1. Overall,
β0 is a good choice for β as it can get satisfying practical
effectiveness without spending useless computations.
C. Clustering Analysis
In general, clustering analysis based on distance measure is
to partition the given objects into several clusters such that the
distances between objects in the same cluster are small while
the distances between objects in different clusters are large.
That is, the distance metric plays a key role in clustering accuracy. Therefore, in this experiment, we further investigated the
effectiveness of the proposed distance metric by embedding it
into the framework of the k-modes algorithm [45], which is

the most popular distance-based clustering method for purely
categorical data, and comparing its clustering result with the
original k-modes method (i.e., the k-modes algorithm with the
Hamming distance metric) and the k-modes algorithm with
Ahmad’s distance, ABDM, and DILCA metrics. According
to [46], the clustering accuracy is a direct criterion to evaluate
clustering result, which is defined as
ACC =

n
i=1 δ(ci , map(l i ))

n

where ci stands for the provided label, map(li ) is a mapping
function that maps the obtained cluster label li to the equivalent label from the data corpus, and the delta function
δ(ci , map(li )) = 1 only if ci = map(li ), otherwise 0.
Correspondingly, the clustering error rate is computed
as e = 1 − ACC.
In our experiments, the clustering analysis was conducted on
the six categorical data sets: 1) Voting; 2) WBCD; 3) Mushroom; 4) Soybean; 5) Car; and 6) Zoo. Each algorithm has
been executed 50 times on every data set, and the average
clustering error rate as well as the standard deviation in
error has been recorded in Table X. Moreover, the graphical
representation of the clustering results for the five methods
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of clustering error rate and standard deviation for different methods on (a) Voting data set, (b) WBCD data set, (c) Mushroom
data set, (d) Soybean data set, (e) Car data set, and (f) Zoo data set.

is shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that, for distancebased clustering on categorical data, the k-modes algorithm
with the proposed distance metric has a competitive advantage
in terms of clustering accuracy compared with the other four
methods. DM3 has obtained the best result on four data sets.
The average improvement in clustering accuracy on these six
data sets obtained by DM3 metric is over 20% in comparison
with the Hamming distance. In addition, although the k-modes
algorithm with Ahmad’s distance metric is superior to the
original k-modes method on Voting, WBCD, and Soybean data
sets and gets the best result on Zoo data set, its performance
degrades significantly on the other two data sets. In particular,
for the Car data set, since the distance between each pair of
data objects has been estimated as 0 according to Ahmad’s,
ABDM, and DILCA metrics, the k-modes algorithm based on
them could not get a reasonable result, as they had classified
all the objects into a single cluster.
In addition, to make comprehensive evaluation for these
clustering algorithms’ performance, three more popular
validity indices, namely, rand index (RI), normalized
mutual information (NMI), and Davies–Bouldin Index (DBI),
were further adopted in this paper. Among these indices,
RI and NMI are external criteria, whereas DBI belongs to
internal criteria. The definitions of these three indices are as
follows.
1) Rand Index:
RI =

TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

where TP, TN, FP, and FN stand for true positive, true
negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively.

2) Normalized Mutual Information:
NMI = 

k
i=1
k
i=1 n i

c
j =1 n i, j

log nni




log

n·n i, j
n i ·n j

c
j =1 n j



log

nj
n



where c stands for the true number of classes, k is
the number of clusters obtained by the algorithm,
n i, j denotes the number of agreements between cluster i
and class j , n i is the number of data objects in cluster i ,
n j is the number of objects in class j , and n is the
number of objects in the whole data set.
3) Davies–Bouldin Index:

k
1
i +
j
DBI =
max
j  =i
k
D(μi , μ j )
i=1

where μi is the mode of cluster i , i is the average
distance of all objects in cluster i to cluster mode μi , and
D(μi , μ j ) denotes the distance between cluster modes
μi and μ j .
In general, both RI and NMI have values from interval
[0, 1] and larger values of them indicate better clustering
performance. In contrast, a smaller value of DBI is usually
preferred. Nevertheless, similar to other internal criteria, DBI
has the potential drawback that a good value does not necessarily imply a better clustering result. The evaluations of
clustering outcomes obtained by the k-modes algorithm with
different distance metrics have been listed in Tables XI–XIII
in the form of the means and standard deviations of RI, NMI,
and DBI, respectively. From the statistical result, we can find
that the performance of the k-modes algorithm with DM3 is
also superior to the other algorithms according to these
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TABLE XI
C LUSTERING P ERFORMANCE IN T ERMS OF RI OF k-M ODES A LGORITHM W ITH THE D IFFERENT D ISTANCE M ETRICS

TABLE XII
C LUSTERING P ERFORMANCE IN T ERMS OF NMI OF k-M ODES A LGORITHM W ITH THE D IFFERENT D ISTANCE M ETRICS

TABLE XIII
C LUSTERING P ERFORMANCE IN T ERMS OF DBI OF k-M ODES A LGORITHM W ITH THE D IFFERENT D ISTANCE M ETRICS

TABLE XIV
C LUSTERING E RRORS O BTAINED BY k-M ODES A LGORITHM
W ITH P ROPOSED D ISTANCE M ETRICS

three evaluation criteria, as it has obtained the best result in
most cases.
Taken together, the results of this experiment indicate that
the proposed distance metric is more appropriate for the
unsupervised data analysis as it can better reveal the true
relationship between categorical data objects. Moreover, to
further investigate the effect of the different strategies in the
proposed metric, we have compared the clustering results of
DM1, DM2, and DM3 in Table XIV. We can find that both
dynamic attribute weights and relevant attribute analysis have
improved the performance of the proposed distance metric.
In addition, the simple metric DM1 still had much better
performance than the Hamming distance in the clustering
analysis. This has validated the effectiveness of the proposed
distance definition.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new distance metric,
which measures the distance between categorical data based

on the frequency probability of each attribute value in the
whole data set. Dynamic weight has been designed to adjust
the contribution of each attribute distance to the whole object
distance. Moreover, the interdependence redundancy measure
has been utilized to evaluate the dependency degree between
each pair of attributes. Subsequently, the distance between
two values from one attribute is not only measured by their
own frequency probabilities, but also determined by the values
of other attributes that have high interdependence with the
calculated one. Experiments on benchmark data sets have
shown the effectiveness of the proposed metric in comparison
with the existing counterparts.
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